
Summit Evaluation Form 

  
 

Please circle one: Participant / Chaperone / Other (specify):                                     

  

Overall summit 1 

No! 

2 3 4 5 

Yes! 

Overall, was the summit well organized?           

Did you like the topics covered in the introduction and opening session?           

Was the work party experience positive?           

Did you enjoy the program at Stewart Park?           

Was being part of the capnote speech a positive experience?           

 Other comments/suggestions; If you ticked 1 or 2 for any of the columns above, we would appreciate knowing why… 

  

  

 

  

Workshops 1 

No! 

2 3 

 

4 5 

Yes! 

Were the sessions interesting for you?           

Were the workshop presenters well-prepared?           

Was the material presented in the workshops easy to understand?           

Were the discussions guided well?           

Was enough time spent on workshops during the summit?           

  Other comments/suggestions; If you ticked 1 or 2 for any of the columns above, we would appreciate knowing why… 

  

  

 

   

  



Logistics 1 

No! 

2 3 

 

4 5 

Yes! 

Were the accommodations adequate?           

Was the food good?           

Were there sufficient food options to meet your needs?           

Were the venues/rooms suitable?           

Was check-in handled smoothly?           

Was the Youth Grow Summit held at a convenient time in the year for you/your 

program? 

          

Did you find out about the Youth Grow Summit in a timely manner?           

 Other comments/suggestions; if you gave a less than average response, above, we would appreciate knowing why… 

  

  

 

Overall 1 

No! 

2 3 

 

4 5 

Yes! 

Overall, was the information and/or skill sets presented in the summit new to you?           

Was coming to the Youth Grow Summit worthwhile?           

Will you take action based on what you learned at the Youth Grow Summit? (If yes, 

please tell us how, below!) 

          

Did you network at the Youth Grow Summit?           

Do you think you will keep in touch with the people you have met at the Youth Grow 

Summit? 

          

Will you come to the Youth Grow Summit again next year if it is organized?           

Would you tell recommend the Youth Grow Summit to your friends?           

 Other comments/suggestions; if you gave a less than average response, above, we would appreciate knowing why… 

 

 

 


